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About This Game

The sequel to the widely popular Restaurant Empire game takes you further into the depths and delights of the culinary universe
than ever before.

Take part in an exciting world where the customers are fickle and the bounty in your cash register changes as quickly as their
tastes. With two handfuls of cash and a dream of stamping a legacy, build, cook and hire your way to the very top of the

gastronomic biz, where tasty food is king and smart management reels in the cash. And if you're lucky, you just may go further
than any other before you and cement your status as a true legend of cuisine...

Key features:

A brand-new 16-mission campaign that gives us a look at the ongoing story of the Leboufs, as they try to tiptoe through
the minefield of marriage and the unique circumstances of professional success.

A superior graphics engine brings to life the cities, characters and restaurants that populate the world of cuisine using
advanced techniques such as real-time reflections to give unprecedented realism. Food has never looked so good.

Two new enterprise categories: Coffee Shop and Dessert House that complements the existing Restaurant enterprise;
with each category having over 130 unique delicacies, beverages and recipes to choose from.
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New themed restaurants ranging from the aquatic deep, exotic rainforest and motor racing takes the idea of "themes" to
unprecedented heights. You've never seen restaurants looking this amazing before.

Over 700 new interior objects, bringing the total number to 1400. There is more variety and fun than ever before in
setting up, decorating and managing your very own restaurant.

Introducing the new German cuisine category of restaurants complimenting the existing foods and architectures of the
French, Italians and Americans. Over 600 total recipes.

Munich, in addition to the triumvirate of Paris, Los Angeles and Rome is now yours to select as a destination to set up
shop and expand your burgeoning business.

Hire live performers to perk up your restaurant's atmosphere, varying from concert soloists to rock bands and indoor
circus performers, and set up their scheduled stints to entertain your valued guests at the right time of day.

With the new Recipe Research feature you can now actively invest into improving the quality of your food as well as
gain invaluable knowledge in the formulation of new delicious recipes.

And finally, Armand awaits for you with a secret mini-game inside.
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Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
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Enlight Software Limited
Publisher:
Enlight Software Limited
Release Date: 27 May, 2009
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English,French
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Be prepared to use your task manager to exit the game. Please, don't support lazy developers like Milestone. They never fix bugs
and even leave some in when making their next piece of cow manure. DO NOT BUY.. Would recommend to some. Personally
not for me.

Pros:
-Specific and interesting period in history seldom covered in PC gaming.
-Fairly good sound design.
-Pleasing graphics reminiscent of Cossacks and other early oughts RTS games (this game is not an RTS).

Cons:
-Clunky unpolished interface. Never really felt like I was actually controlling anything or hitting any buttons successfully.
-Contrived and inconsequential battles that don't seem to involve any real complexity beyond a chess-like counter system.

Overall - worth the price on sale. Perhaps the most keen of grumblers will prefer this title.. This software makes it easy to create
a beautiful picture of your character. There is a great deal of flexibility. The only drawbacks for me are that they don't have
models for halflings and other standard fantasy creatures, and that not all of the hair and clothing options are available for all
models.. this game is like a charecter i created on unity. jimmy. its my little slime charecter that flys jumps and follows me
around.
._.. I saw this little gem by chance and since I liked what I saw, plus the apparent dedication of the devs and an existing loyal but
small playerbase, I picked it up.

Alien Arena: Warriors Of Mars is a fun oldschool like Arena FPS in a more modern look, featuring martians, robots, drones and
humans to dispose of.
It's got several gamemodes, online and offline play, you can host yourself, and all 3 DLC map packs are for free.

Btw: There are more servers around than I had guessed and players as well. Way more than steam shows because it's a cross-
platform game.
No prob to find multiple matches.

After installing I just played a DM match with bots that I barely won, the bots are pretty good (several difficulties to choose
from).

Update: You can boost with the strafekeys similar to like Quake, Quake 3 and dodge by tapping the movement keys twice like
in UT. Ofc, I still have to get used to the game mechanics and figure some things out.

The regular price is surprisingly low and far too low to be on par with its actual gameplay value, especially now on sale it's so
dirt cheap, there is no excuse not to buy it.
Hence, I bought right away another copy for a buddy. ^^

Just try it yourself; if you enjoy Arena FPS, you'll probably like it :). Hard mode is actually hard and the roguelike "pillage a
massive debris field of derelict spacecraft for supplies to survive and gear up" is actually something I've been wanting to
play\/develop myself for a while. The excellent presentation, artstyle and tongue-in-cheek story\/setting are a nice bonus. Only
"con" so far is that there aren't a huge amount of options for conserving ammo resources in a lot of scenarios. Some sort of
melee weapon would be a welcome addition.
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Nice adventure game. It has interesting plot, solid audio-visuals, and even some new features, unseen previously in the genre
(like those silhouettes and some puzzles).
All the standard options, game modes, and gameplay elements are present.. I'm having a real hard time trying to like this game,
there are multiple spelling and grammar errors, the story is almost as lame as is the "humor" used, an dI use quotations because
it can be techinically called humor, it's just not funny.

It's grindy, monotonous and just hard to enjoy, I find my self falling asleep after each hour of gameplay. Do not buy this game.
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 >:D. My main complaint is, that with only 30 puzzles (and half of them only being tutorials which explain\/introduce game
mechanics in my opinion) the game is very short and not very complex. Most of the puzzles can be completed without thinking
by randomly dropping the wheels in various places until everything starts moving.

The game mechanics are very limited. There are four types of gears:

white (small and big): You can pick it up and drop it in any free space you want.

yellow: Has a fixed position and rotates on its own.

blue: Has a fixed position. All blue gears need to rotate at the same time to complete a puzzle
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orange: Has a fixed position. It attracts your white gears (if close) and therefore prevents them from falling down (they
stick to the orange gear)
The levels also contain varying amounts of green pegs, which prevent your white gears from falling through. A few of
the later levels also include glass "walled" areas where direct placement of gears is not possible (but gears can fall into
and through those areas if placed outside and moved there by other gears\/gravity).

The only puzzle that I spent more than 2 minutes on was the last one, which actually did require some thinking and
planning to complete. All others were simply too easy.

Beyond that, there are many other things to criticize:

There is no music.

There is no fullscreen mode (the game starts with a fixed resolution\/size window and can't even be resized).

There are no options (e.g. to disable sounds or change the volume)

The game doesn't keep track of completed levels (all levels are selectable at any time)

The "Menu" is just a level select screen, that also allows to select levels higher than 30 (by clicking the white
space below the last levels), but which just results in an empty playing field with "Level XX" printed in the top
right corner, e.g. "Level 47".
Ultimately this just feels like a test application for a simple physic engine, not a game. And the physics aren't that
great to begin with, as the gears tend to jerk around and even have their teeth move through each other, when you
create a lock-down situation which forces two interlocked gears to rotate against each other instead of with each
other.

This "game" is, in my opinion, just a very simple tech demo. Which was very disappointing, because the game
mechanics could be vastly expanded upon with (what should be) little effort:

Require a specific direction and\/or speed in which the blue gears need to turn in order to win a puzzle

Magnetic gears that are only magnetic while they rotate or gears that have other special effects only when
they rotate

New mission types, e.g.: prevent already rotating yellow gears from turning (intentionally produce
deadlocks)

Additional layers of complexity: e.g. make the players choose (with some limitations) what type of gears
they want to use. Or give them a limited amount of "paint" to choose themselves which color the fixed
wheels have (e.g. there are 6 fixed wheels, you get to choose which two are magnetic).

Maybe even give the player other types of gears, e.g. "sticky" wheels that would stick to any other gear
that they touch, similar to how magnetic gears work.
It really isn't hard to think about ways that could make the simple "place cogs to cause motion" game
mechanic a lot more engaging and allow for more complex and difficult challenges. But until then:

My final verdict: If you like challenging puzzle games, search elsewhere.. Set skirmish with AI
able to control my units.
Had a bit of a tussle with AI on where to plop down structures and what units to build.
Resign to concentrating on plopping down electricity structures instead.
Let AI do its job combating enemy AI.
Leave chair and enjoy the outdoor air for several hours.
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Come back to see battle still raging with my forces on the brink of victory.

This is my kind of game.. I can and will KILL hours on this, the glitches are hilarious and minor
to me, creative and innovative! please keep updating!! 10\/10. Pretty cool skin, people who use the
gun upgrade for her AA will really enjoy this skin because it changes the lazer into a revolver..
Very impressed so far!! Definitely my favourite vr archery game keep it up guys :)
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